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Abstract—The history of our actions and their outcomes represent important information, informing choices and
efficiently guiding future behavior. While unsuccessful (S�) outcomes are expected to lead to more explorative
motor states and increased behavioral variability, successful (S+) outcomes are expected to reinforce the use
of the previous action. Here, we show that humans attribute different values to previous actions during reinforce-
ment motor learning when they experience S� compared to S+ outcomes. Behavioral variability after an S� out-
come is influenced more by the previous outcome than after S+ outcomes. Using electroencephalography, we
show that theta band oscillations of the prefrontal cortex are most prominent during changes in two consecutive
outcomes, potentially reflecting the need for enhanced cognitive control. Our results suggest that S+ experi-
ences ‘overwrite’ previous motor states to a greater extent than S� experiences and that modulations in neural
oscillations in the prefrontal cortex play a potential role in encoding changes in movement variability state during
reinforcement motor learning.� 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IBRO. This is an open access arti-

cle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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INTRODUCTION

A striking feature of the nervous system is its ability to

plan motor actions, monitor the consequences during

and following them, and integrate these into future

actions. During the repeated practice of a given task,

unsuccessful (S�) outcomes of our actions require

exploration of new task solutions. In contrast, successful

(S+) outcomes should ideally be reproduced and the

strategy exploited. This process is called reinforcement

learning (RL), and it relies on the evaluation of

performance outcomes (Sutton and Barto, 1998).

The level of reinforcement can be estimated by

measuring changes in trial-to-trial variability (TTV) of

behavioral parameters. While TTV has long been

considered an unwanted by-product of a noisy
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2022.08.012
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sensorimotor system, it is an important aspect of motor

learning (Wu et al., 2014). TTV is increased after failures

but decreased after rewards during motor learning, point-

ing toward a reward-dependent TTV modulation

(Takikawa et al., 2002; Galea et al., 2013; Pekny et al.,

2015; Holland et al., 2018). However, the outcome of

the current action is not the only information used to guide

subsequent behavior. Instead, findings in rodent experi-

ments have shown that several past outcomes can be

integrated to control future movements (Dhawale et al.,

2019). However, how TTV is regulated in response to pre-

vious outcomes during reinforcement motor learning in

humans is largely unknown.

The degree to which past outcomes are relevant

during reinforcement motor learning may depend on the

value attributed to previously performed actions, which

are only informative when they help the agent to

perform better in future trials. Previous S� actions help

delineate actions that should be avoided so that other

solutions can be tested in future actions. However, are

past motor actions helpful or merely disregarded when

experiencing S+ outcomes during reinforcement motor

learning? In this situation, information about earlier

movements might be less valuable or down-weighted

since the agent naturally aims to reproduce only the
/licenses/by/4.0/).
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current S+ movement. This study tests this assumption

and designs a reinforcement motor learning task in

which human participants perform goal-directed wrist

flexion movements.

Various neural circuits in subcortical and cortical

systems have been implicated in RL. A growing body of

recent evidence suggests that neural circuits in the

prefrontal cortex (PFC) contribute to reward-based

learning in monkeys (Barraclough et al., 2004; Histed

et al., 2009) and humans (Marco-Pallares et al., 2008;

HajiHosseini & Holroyd, 2015). Modulations of neural

oscillations over frontal cortical areas are observed after

outcome information in decision-making tasks, potentially

reflecting outcome-guided learning (Luft, 2014). Specifi-

cally, increases in oscillatory activity have been observed

in theta band frequencies (4–8 Hz) for S� outcomes and

in high beta/low gamma frequencies (25–35 Hz) for S+

outcomes. Therefore, modulations of oscillatory activity

during outcome-processing constitute a suitable mecha-

nism to drive adjustments in behavior during reinforce-

ment motor learning. While the role of neural oscillations

during feedback-based learning is well described in cogni-

tive (decision-making) tasks, their role during human rein-

forcement motor learning is not well understood. This

study tests whether different behavioral outcomes are

associated with specific oscillatory reinforcement signals

in the PFC during motor learning by recording the elec-

troencephalograms (EEG) of participants practicing a

motor task.

Therefore, this study explores the effects of different

outcomes and the history of previous actions on TTV

and oscillatory signals in the PFC during human

reinforcement motor learning. We hypothesize that while

S+ actions will result in behavioral reinforcement and

reduced consideration of previous outcomes, S�
actions will lead to greater behavioral variability that is

informed by and depends more on previous outcomes.

In addition, we hypothesize that recent motor outcomes

modulate oscillatory activity in high beta frequencies and

theta frequencies in the PFC. Our results show that S+

outcomes ‘‘overwrite” previous motor states to a greater

extent than S� outcomes and that changes in PFC

theta oscillations reflect changes in the movement

variability state. These results will guide future studies

exploring behavioral and neural mechanisms that

underline learning from previous outcomes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants and study design

This study randomly recruited 26 participants based on

convenience sampling using flyers and social media. All

participants were healthy young adults with a mean age

of 25.4 ± 2.7 years. They included 12 males and 16

females (61.5 %). Participants had to be free of any

neurological or psychiatric diseases and have a normal

or corrected-to-normal vision to be included in this

study. Participants were right-handed (laterality index of

82.2 ± 42.4) based on the Edinburgh Handedness

Questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971). This study was approved

by the regional ethical committee (H-17019671) and
was performed according to the latest revision of the Dec-

laration of Helsinki (Fortaleza, Brazil). All participants pro-

vided written informed consent prior to participation.

Each participant performed a reinforcement motor

task and experienced different outcomes (target hit or

miss) depending on their motor performance. We

compared the effects of the outcome on behavioral and

oscillatory responses based on an experimental within-

participant design with random effects. The sample size

of this study was based on previous studies

investigating the effect of binary outcome feedback on

motor performance or oscillatory reinforcement signals

that included 20–26 participants (Marco-Pallares et al.,

2008; HajiHosseini & Holroyd, 2015; Pekny et al., 2015;

Uehara et al., 2019). Since the design of this study and

the expected effect sizes were similar to these previous

studies, we expected the inclusion of 26 participants to

provide sufficient power for the planned analyses and

comparisons.
Experimental setup

Participants sat in a laboratory chair approximately 50 cm

in front of a computer screen (2700 monitor with 60 Hz

frame rate and 2560 � 1440-pixel resolution). The

height of the computer screen was individually adjusted.

Participants positioned their left forearm in a neutral

position in a splint on a table next to them. The left

hand grabbed a handle with a built-in goniometer that

could be moved by wrist flexion/extension movements.

The forearm and hand positions were stabilized and

supported with Velcro straps to minimize changes in

elbow and shoulder joint angles. A custom-built box hid

the view of the forearm and hand to prevent visual

feedback of the moving hand. Goniometer data were

recorded at a sampling frequency of 2048 Hz (CED

1401 + with Signal 3.09 software; Cambridge

Electronic Design; Cambridge, UK).
Motor task

All participants performed flexion movements with their

left wrist (Fig. 1(A)). The goniometer data represented

flexion movements as a circular cursor on the computer

screen. The goal of the task was to move the cursor

(radius of 15 pixels) into a target on the computer

screen. There were three different target positions (see

Experimental protocol), each with a horizontal size of

330 pixels: green, 1130–1460 pixels; grey, 1680–2010

pixels; purple, 2230–2560 pixels (Fig. 1(B)). Cursor

movements and target position were invisible to the

subject during the experiment.

Flexion movements could be performed between the

neutral starting position and near-maximal wrist flexion

angles. This maximal motion range was approximately

80�, and the flexion movement was stopped in a

voluntarily chosen position. A mechanical stop in the

handle was used to ensure the same starting position

across trials.

At the start of each trial, the wrist was in a neutral

starting position, and the cursor appeared at 60 pixels x-

coordinate with respect to the horizontal plane of the



Fig. 1. (A) Participants grabbed a handle to perform discrete wrist flexion movements with their left

hand. The hand and forearm were hidden with a custom-made box (grey shaded area) to remove

visual feedback of the moving arm. (B) The wrist angle was recorded by a goniometer integrated into

the handle. The panel shows 60 exemplary wrist angle traces from a participant aiming at the green,

grey, and purple target box (20 replicates each). Data were aligned to movement start and end. The

rectangle illustrates the computer cursor and approximate positions of the different targets. Cursor

movements were one-dimensional in the horizontal plane. (C) Different visual scenes guided the

motor task on the computer screen. A red light appeared on the upper left side of the computer screen

to warn participants that the trial was about to start. After 0.5 s, a yellow light below the red light

signaled that participants had to prepare their movements. Finally, after another 0.5 s, a green light

signaled that participants had to perform their movements. Participants had a 2 s time window to

perform their movements. Both the cursor (representing the wrist angle) and the target area were

invisible on the screen. Participants received binary feedback about their movement outcome after

each trial. S+ trials were indicated by ‘‘well done” while S� trials were indicated by ‘‘try again”. In both

cases, feedback was visible for 1 s, after which the participant was asked to move their wrist back to

the starting position. A new trial began after 5.5 s. (D) Our framework focused on how the previous

two trials (n and n � 1) influence TTV regulation (Dl) in movement endpoint and oscillatory

reinforcement signals.
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screen. A one-degree movement corresponded to a

cursor movement of approximately 36 pixels on the

computer screen. Therefore, reaching the green, grey,

and purple targets corresponded to 31–40�, 47–56�, and
62–71� movement angles, respectively. The maximal

motion range of 80� in our setup corresponded to a

maximal cursor endpoint of 2880 pixels on the computer

screen, exceeding the width of the computer screen

(2560 pixels). Consequently, due to the target positions

and splinted forearm position, no other arm movement

was performed during wrist flexion movements, which

were tested in our initial pilot measurements and

checked for each participant during familiarization trials.

In each trial, participants performed one wrist flexion

movement. Visual traffic lights marked the beginning of

a trial (Fig. 1(C)). The computer cursor always started

on the left side of the screen. The start of a trial was

signaled by the appearance of a red dot that was

positioned on the left side of the screen. After 0.5 s, a

yellow dot appeared underneath the red dot to instruct

participants to prepare their movements. After another

0.5 s, a green dot appeared to instruct participants to

perform their movements. Next, participants could move

the cursor to the right by performing wrist flexion

movements.
Participants were instructed not

to adjust their end position once

they had completed their

movement. Cursor motion was

insensitive to wrist movements

once the differences in cursor

position fell below five pixels in

five consecutive samples to avoid

post-movement corrections. Since

the goal of the motor task was an

accurate movement end position,

participants were informed prior to

the experiment that the task was

not a reaction time task. Binary

feedback about motor

performance (S+ or S�) was

provided 2.5 s after the green ‘‘go”

signal and remained for 1 s. The

participant was explicitly instructed

to relax their arm during that

period. A movement was

considered S+ if the center of the

cursor was within the target area,

and success was indicated by an

on-screen text box containing

‘‘well done”. After S� trials,

participants were prompted with

an on-screen text box containing

‘‘try again”. When the trial was S

+, a point was added to the

participant’s score. After

information on the outcome,

participants were instructed to

return to the starting position and

await the start of the next trial,

achieved by extending their wrist

until a mechanical stop at the
neutral starting position, ensuring the wrist angle at the

start of each trial was identical. Participants did not

receive cursor feedback while returning to the starting

position. If flexion movement time was > 800 ms in two

consecutive trials, we asked participants to move faster

in the next trial. The next trial was started 5500 ms after

the completion of the previous trial. Therefore, each trial

lasted 10 s.

Before recording, participants were explicitly

instructed to achieve as many S+ outcomes as

possible in each block. The participant’s score was

displayed throughout a training block (40 trials) to

motivate the participants in each block. Between blocks,

participants were encouraged to achieve as many S+

outcomes as possible and improve across blocks.

Ultimately, all participants were compensated equally for

their time in the laboratory regardless of their motor

performance. The position and size of the target areas

were selected based on eight pilot experiments (data

not shown) so that participants averaged an

approximately equal number of S+ and S� trials. The

task was designed using MATLAB R2019a (MathWorks;

Natick, MA, USA) with the Psychophysics Toolbox

extension (Brainard, 1997). Cursor movement (in pixels),
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target distance (in pixels), movement angle (in �), and

information on movement outcome were logged online

for each trial and saved for further offline analyses. The

target distance was calculated as the distance from the

cursor’s center to the target’s center (in pixels). For S+

outcomes, the target distance was considered zero.
Experimental protocol

All participants were informed about the experimental

protocol and the motor task before the study.

Subsequently, participants were introduced to the task

by performing ten wrist flexions with no targets

displayed on the screen. After this short introduction,

participants performed 40 movements with online visual

feedback of cursor motion and target position (first

baseline) and 40 without (second baseline). In both

baseline blocks, participants had to move toward the

grey middle target and received offline binary feedback

about their performance at the end of each trial

(knowledge of result). The target position did not change

during these initial blocks, which were performed to

ensure that participants could adhere to a trial’s time

course, familiarize them with the handle’s sensitivity,

and quantify baseline TTV.

In the main protocol, participants performed 320 wrist

flexion movements in blocks of 40 movements.

Participants did not receive online feedback on cursor

movements or information about the target position in

the main protocol. We incorporated breaks of 2 min

between blocks to ensure that participants focused on

the motor task throughout the experiment. Pilot

experiments showed that 40 consecutive movements

(�7 min) were feasible for most participants and could

be performed with sufficient and sustained attention.

The target position was changed several times during

the experiment. The green and purple unfamiliarized

targets were present in 80 trials each (i.e., 160 total

trials), while the grey familiarized target was present in

the remaining 160 trials. Therefore, participants

performed a total of 160 movements to an already

familiarized target position (grey target) and 160

movements to an unfamiliar target position (green or

purple target). Targets were randomly changed every

25, 30, or 40 trials to ensure no systematic order to the

different conditions. The size of the target area

remained constant throughout the experiment.

All participants were informed that target positions

could change at any time during the experiment to avoid

excess frustration (which could influence participant’s

motivation) and stimulate the exploration of different

motor actions following a history of S� trials.
Pre-processing of behavioral data

In the offline analysis, we analyzed movement kinematics

from the wrist goniometer signal. Briefly, continuous data

were epoched from �1000 to 3000 ms relative to the

green ‘‘go” signal to capture the start and end points of

all movements. We calculated the first derivate of the

goniometer signal for these epochs for all single trials.

Subsequently, we smoothed the derivates by calculating
the moving average of 400 samples and applying a

third-order Butterworth lowpass filter (20 Hz). We used

the smoothed signals to determine the movement start

and end points by calculating the maximum movement

speed within each epoch. Movement start was defined

as the sample in which the signal exceeded 15 % of its

respective maximum speed. Movement end was defined

as the sample in which the signal dropped below 15 %

of its respective maximum speed. The movement

endpoint angle (in �) was calculated by subtracting

movement end angles from movement start angles.

During this process, all data were continuously visually

inspected and checked. In addition to the kinematic

analysis, we extracted trial outcome information (hits or

misses) across all three target locations.
Behavioral data analysis

Success rates in the main protocol were calculated from

individual outcomes (S+ trials coded as 1 and S� as

0). Success rates and target distance were calculated

as averages in bins of five trials.

Next, we examined the association of the trial

outcome time series (S+ trials coded as 1 and S� as

0) using lagged versions of the same trial outcome time

series. Therefore, we performed partial autocorrelation

(PAC) for each participant to obtain an initial estimate of

the impact of previous outcomes on future outcomes

and to test the assumption that the two most recent

outcomes have the greatest impact on future outcomes.

Using the Matlab function parcorr, we calculated the

correlation between yt and yt+k after adjusting for the

linear effects of yt+1, . . ., yt+k-1, where yt is the data

time series, t the trial, and k the lag order.

Subsequently, we focused on changes in movement

endpoint (Dl) as a function of outcomes from the

previous two trials (trial n and trial n � 1; Fig. 1(D)).
There were two reasons for restricting the analyses to

the last two outcomes. First, the PAC analysis

confirmed that the past two outcomes correlated

strongest with future outcomes. Second, outcome

histories considering older outcomes would have

contained too few trials (<10) to provide valid

comparisons.

In the following, trial n refers to the most recent trial

and trial n + 1 to the subsequent trial. We measured

differences in movement endpoint (Dl) between trials

n + 1 and n as a measure of TTV according to the

following formula:

Dl ¼ lðnþ1Þ � lðnÞ

For each participant, we extracted the signed TTV in

movement endpoint (Dl) conditioned on the outcome of

the previous trial n. The signed TTV estimates the

directional changes in movement endpoint and

potentially reveals whether changes in movement

endpoint are biased in one direction. In addition, we

calculated the absolute TTV in movement endpoint

(|Dl|) to quantify unsigned TTV in movement endpoint,

which is a measure of the absolute TTV independent of

the direction of the change.
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Individual data histograms from the different

conditions were visually inspected. Signed data showed

a normal distribution, and unsigned data had a negative

exponential distribution, consistent with a previous study

(Pekny et al., 2015). Therefore, we fitted normal distribu-

tions as the conditional probability distribution for the

signed data p(Dl|S+(n)) and p(Dl|S�(n)) and exponential

distributions for the unsigned data p(|Dl||S+(n)) and

p(|Dl||S�(n)). The mean (M) and standard deviation

(SD) were calculated from the individual normal distribu-

tions as measures of average and variability in signed

TTV. The M was calculated from the individual exponen-

tial distribution as a measure of the absolute TTV. While

TTV after S+ trials should be caused mainly by sensori-

motor noise, TTV after S� trials should be caused mainly

by intentional motor exploration and sensorimotor noise.

Therefore, we estimated intentional TTV by subtracting

the unsigned TTV of the first baseline measurement as

an estimate of sensorimotor noise from the unsigned

TTV after S�(n) movements.

Trial-to-trial variability conditioned on trial n
Signed TTV: Dl|S+(n)
Sign

Sign

Sign

Sign
Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S+(n).
Signed TTV: Dl|S�(n)
 Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S�(n).
Intentional TTV: |Dl||S�(n) – baseline TTV.

Next, we examined whether TTV depended on the

outcomes of the most recent trial n and the second-to-

last trial n � 1. Therefore, we extracted TTV from four

different outcome histories:
TTV conditioned on trials n and n � 1

ed TTV: Dl|S+(n) & S+(n-1) Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S+(n) & S+(n-1).

ed TTV: Dl|S+(n) & S�(n-1) Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S+(n) & S+(n-1).

ed TTV: Dl|S�(n) & S+(n-1) Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S�(n) & S+(n-1).

ed TTV: Dl|S�(n) & S�(n-1) Unsigned TTV: |Dl||S�(n) & S�(n-1).

Intentional TTV: |Dl||S�(n) & S+(n-1) – baseline TTV.

Intentional TTV: |Dl||S�(n) & S�(n-1) – baseline TTV.
Since the number of trials varied greatly among these four

conditions, which can significantly bias variability

measures in the distinct outcome histories (e.g., SD), we

performed bootstrapping with replacement for each

individual (Matlab function: datasample). As suggested

previously (Hesterberg, 2011), we sampled 1000 new

datasets per participant and condition, each containing

100 randomly chosen trials from the original dataset. We

computed the M and SD from the individual bootstrapped

probability distributions to derive robust confidence inter-

vals for estimating standard errors and hypothesis testing.

We fitted normal (Dl) and exponential (|Dl|) distributions
for movement endpoint changes after S+(n) and S�(n)

movements that were preceded by S+(n-1) or S�(n-1)
movements, respectively. We again subtracted TTV from

the first baseline from TTV after S�(n) preceded by

S+(n-1) or S�(n-1) movements to estimate intentional

TTV. In addition, we grouped the signed TTV data of

S�(n) movements into overshoots (movement endpoint

beyond target) and undershoots (movement endpoint

before target). The M and SD of signed TTV after S�(n)

over- and under-shoots were compared between trials

preceded by S+(n-1) or S�(n-1) movements to identify

potential systematic directional changes in movement

angle.

The probability distributions were fitted with MATLAB

functions fitdist and makedist. All described analyses

were performed offline using MATLAB R2019a

(MathWorks; Natick, MA, USA).
Statistical analyses of TTV

Descriptive analyses were performed on the number of

trials and the proportion of S+ outcomes dependent on

previous outcomes. TTV data were tested for normality

with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Homogeneity of

variances was tested using Fisher’s F-test reported as

F[degrees of freedom (df), error]. Repeated-measures analyses

of variance (rmANOVA) with random effects were used

to assess the effect of outcomes on the number S+

and S� outcomes, signed and unsigned TTV,

intentional TTV, and the SD of the signed TTV. The

rmANOVA test had one within-participant factor with

four levels defining the outcome history (S+(n) & S+(n-1),

S+(n) & S�(n-1), S�(n) & S+(n-1), S�(n) & S�(n-1)). The

Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for rmANOVAs
when the sphericity assumption was invalid based on

Mauchly’s test. Effect sizes were estimated using partial

Eta-squared (g2partial) for F-tests and Cohen’s d for t-tests.

Within-participant comparisons between different outcomes

were performed with appropriate paired t-tests or F-tests.

Paired t-tests were calculated to compare target distances

(in pixels) and M values from the normal distribution of the

signed changes in movement endpoint. F-tests were

calculated for the SD of normal distributions and M of

exponential distributions. A P-value correction was applied

to control the false discovery rate (FDR) based on the

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, and corrected P-values
are reported. Results with P < 0.05 were considered

statistically significant. All data are reported as M ± SD
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unless otherwise stated. Statistical analyses were performed

using SPSS Software v.27 (SPSS; Chicago, IL, USA) and

RStudio (RStudio Team, 2018).
Electroencephalograms recordings

Electroencephalograms recordings were performed with

a 64-channel Biosemi system (BioSemi; Amsterdam,

The Netherlands) and the ActiView software (v.8.06).

Electrodes were embedded into an electrode cap and

positioned according to the extended 10–20 system.

Data recording was performed at 2048 Hz with the

online reference Common Mode Sense (CMS)/Drive

Right Leg (DRL). We ensured that electrode offsets

(voltage differences between single electrodes and

CMS) were below ± 20 lV. EEG signals were recorded

continuously throughout the experiment. During the

motor task, information on task timing and movement

outcome was logged via trigger signals from Matlab to

synchronize the task and the EEG recording and permit

time-locked offline EEG data analyses. All participants

were instructed to relax their face and neck muscles

during the experiment to minimize signal artifacts.
Electroencephalograms pre-processing

Electroencephalograms data were pre-processed using

EEGlab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). Data were imported,

and the direct current (DC) offset was corrected by sub-

tracting the mean from each channel. Noisy channels

were identified by visual inspection of the time series (high

amplitude time series such as those from tonic muscle

activity) and frequency plots of the entire recording period

(substantial power deviations or unusual spikes in the fre-

quency range 0.5–48 Hz). We removed 4.48 ± 1.96

channels per participant, mostly located temporally or

occipitally. EEG signals were then re-referenced to the

average of all channels, bandpass-filtered between 0.5

and 48 Hz using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter,

and down-sampled to 256 Hz. The pre-processed EEG

data were segmented into epochs ranging from �3.5

to + 3.5 s relative to the beginning of outcome informa-

tion. We performed independent component analyses

(ICA) of the segmented data with the RunICA algorithm.

ICA was performed on segmented data to identify and

remove components indicative of horizontal and vertical

eye movements and saccades based on the topological

and spectral characteristics of the components since our

continuous recordings contained a large amount of irrele-

vant data (e.g., breaks) (Chaumon et al., 2015). On aver-

age, we selected and removed 2.12 ± 0.33 components

per participant. Finally, removed channels were interpo-

lated with the standard spherical method.

All epochs were visually inspected for each participant

to identify and remove trials that were contaminated by

signal artifacts, such as the high amplitude signal

deviations due to strong muscle artifacts in most

channels. We removed the data of one participant

since > 25 % of their trials had to be excluded following

this assessment. We removed, on average, 4.26 ± 4.4

% of the 320 trials per participant across the remaining

25 participants.
For each participant, we created datasets comprising:

(i) all trials independent of the outcome; (ii) S+(n) and

S�(n) trials; (iii) S+(n) and S+(n-1) trials; (iv) S+(n) and

S�(n-1) trials; (v) S�(n) and S+(n-1) trials; (vi) S�(n) and

S�(n-1) trials. All datasets were saved offline for further

analyses. Subsequent EEG analyses comprised the

following steps. First, we tested the assumption that

movement outcome information leads to changes in

oscillatory activity (normalized to a ‘‘pre-feedback”

period) in frontal sensors and PFC in source space. We

constructed power time courses of two prefrontal

cortical regions previously shown to engage in RL, the

superior frontal gyrus (SFG) and rostral middle frontal

gyrus (RMFG) (Garrison et al., 2013), to compare power

time series between different outcomes. Our analyses

focused on pre-specified frequency ranges and time win-

dows of interest (see Time-frequency analyses in sensor
space).

Time-frequency analyses in sensor space

Further data analyses were performed on the pre-

processed segmented data using Brainstorm (Tadel

et al., 2019). All datasets were imported into Brainstorm

in the time range �2 to + 2 s relative to outcome informa-

tion. This time window was chosen as a compromise

between minimizing filtering-related edge artifacts in

time–frequency analyses and computational demands.

All single trials were transformed to the time–

frequency domain by convolving the signal with a set of

complex Morlet wavelets, defined as complex sine

waves tapered by a Gaussian. The full width at half-

maximum was 3 s, and the sine waves were created at

1 Hz (corresponding to seven cycles). The analyses

were constrained to the theta band (4–8 Hz) and the

higher beta band (25–35 Hz). The rationale for this

choice was that there is ample evidence that oscillatory

modulations in both frequency bands represent different

reinforcement signals during feedback learning (Luft,

2014). For simplicity, the frequency range 25–35 Hz will

be referred to as high beta, although it also includes low

gamma frequencies under some definitions. Single

time–frequency series were averaged for each participant

and frequency band (theta and high beta) at each

electrode.

The raw power data were normalized relative to the

average power calculated over all trials to calculate

event-related power changes since no clear baseline

period could be defined during our task (Tan et al.,

2014; Torrecillos et al., 2015; Jahani et al., 2020). We

used the following formula:

Normalised power ðin%Þ ¼ ðx=uÞ � 100

where x is the power in a given frequency band and u is

the corresponding mean over the pre-feedback period.

The normalization procedure ensured that the data

across all time points, sensor/source points, conditions,

and participants were comparable across the different

dimensions.

This analysis was performed on the dataset

encompassing all trials independent of previous

outcomes. Data were visually inspected by plotting
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selected sensors and topographical plots for pre-specified

time windows (250–550 ms) based on previous studies

(Cohen et al., 2007; Marco-Pallares et al., 2008;

HajiHosseini et al., 2012; Luft, 2014; HajiHosseini &

Holroyd, 2015; Marco-Pallares et al., 2015).
Fig. 2. Cortical representation of the ROI. These were the bilateral

SFG and RMFG. The ROIs were based on the Desikan-Killiany

parcellation scheme, subdividing the cortex into gyral-based ROIs

(Desikan et al., 2006).
Source modeling

Motivated by the results in sensor space, we performed

source analyses on the pre-processed sensor time

series to localize and reconstruct the cortical regions

contributing to oscillatory modulations during motor skill

RL. First, we created our forward model describing how

neuronal activity propagates from each cortical position

to the EEG sensors, also called the lead field matrices.

Since individual magnetic resonance images (MRIs)

were unavailable, we used the MNI International

Consortium of Brain Mapping152 brain template, which

is a non-linear average of 152 participants (Fonov et al.,

2009). The forward model was constructed using the

symmetric boundary element method (BEM) with the soft-

ware OpenMEEG (Gramfort et al., 2010). The BEM uses

three realistic layers (head, outer skull, and inner skull;

1922 vertices per layer) to calculate the volume conduc-

tion model. The relative conductivity of the layers was

(1, 0.0125, 1), which describes the relative conductivities

of each layer and is the default in Brainstorm. Standard

BioSemi sensor positions were aligned to the template

head space. The source space contained 15,002 ele-

ments constrained to the cortical sheet, which has been

suggested to be sufficient to sample the folded details

of the cortex (Tadel et al., 2019).

The inverse solution was calculated using the

weighted minimum norm estimation method and

standardized low-resolution brain electromagnetic

tomography as implemented in the Brainstorm

(Hamalainen & Ilmoniemi, 1994; Baillet et al., 2001;

Pascual-Marqui, 2002). We chose to use a distributed

source imaging model rather than a single dipole model

since we expected multiple cortical regions to be modu-

lated during feedback processing. Source activity in the

time domain was estimated for sources with uncon-

strained orientation, providing estimates for three dipole

orientations at each cortical location. Since source activity

estimation via minimum norm estimators considers the

noise level in the sensors, it requires an estimation of

the noise in the recordings (Hauk, 2004). Therefore, noise

covariance was calculated across all sensors and trials

from a pre-stimulus time (i.e., prior to outcome informa-

tion; �2000 to 0 ms). Finally, we obtained source-space

time series at each cortical position.
Time-frequency analyses in source space

Since cortical sources cannot be directly inferred from

scalp time–frequency data, we computed time–

frequency decomposition on the source time series

using Morlet-wavelet analyses. Wavelets had a full

width at a half-maximum of 3 s and a frequency of 1 Hz

(corresponding to seven cycles). Again, analyses were
constrained to the averaged theta band (4–8 Hz) and

the averaged higher beta band (25–35 Hz).

First, these analyses were performed on the full

cortical map (entire cortical sheet) for all trials

independent of the outcome to test our assumption that

PFC regions generally respond to outcome information.

Consistent with this view, we observed strong oscillatory

power over the SFG and RMFG, suggesting that both

regions engage in processing motor outcomes.

Therefore, in subsequent steps, we constrained

analyses to the SFG and RMFG defined from pre-

specified cortical areas of the Desikan-Killiany

parcellation scheme, subdividing the cortex into gyral-

based regions of interest (ROI) (Desikan et al., 2006)

(Fig. 2).

Second, time–frequency data of the ROI were

computed for S+(n) and S�(n) trials. We again faced the

issue of differences in trial numbers between different

outcomes for every participant, which could cause

meaningful differences in signal-to-noise ratios and bias

between the conditions (see Behavioral data analysis).

Therefore, we created multiple new subsets using

bootstrapping with replacement, resulting in 100 � 1000

random trials per participant and condition. As in our

behavioral analysis, trials were grouped according to the

outcomes of the previous two trials in S+(n) and

S+(n-1), S+(n) and S�(n-1), S�(n) and S+(n-1), and

S�(n) and S�(n-1). The averaged and normalized data

were used in statistical analyses.
Statistics on time–frequency data in source space

Statistical analyses were performed on time–frequency

source time series in the pre-selected time window of

interest (250–550 ms after outcome information).

Statistical analyses were performed on the average

power of a given frequency during that time window to

reduce the number of tests. In addition, we constrained

our analyses to selected comparisons of interest. First,

we compared theta and high beta power time courses



Fig. 3. (A)Movement endpoints from one exemplary participant. Note that we changed the horizontal

position of the target several times during the experiment (after 25, 30, and 40 trials) to stimulate their

exploring motor behavior. (B) Boxplots and individual data for the distance (in pixels) to the different

targets, averaged across the main protocol. (C) Grand averages from PAC analyses of S+ and S�
outcome time series, shaded by the standard error of the mean. (D) Grand averages for distance to

target (upper panel) and success rate (lower panel) during the main protocol, shaded by the standard

error of the mean. Key: *, P < 0.05.
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for all ROIs between S+(n) and S�(n) trials. Second, we

compared theta and high beta time courses for all ROIs

between outcomes: (i) S+(n) and S+(n-1) with S+(n)

and S�(n-1); (ii) S�(n) and S+(n-1) with S�(n) and S�(n-1).

In all cases, we tested whether the data met the

normality criteria of the statistical methods by plotting

histograms and performing Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

Since the data were nonnormally distributed, we used

the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for all comparisons of

interest and corrected P-values for multiple testing using

the FDR method. MATLAB R2019a (MathWorks; Natick,

MA, USA) was used for all EEG statistical analyses.
Fig. 4. Proportion of S+ outcomes in trial n + 1 (in %) after S+(n)

and S�(n) trials.
RESULTS

Cursor endpoints on the computer screen for a

representative participant are shown in Fig. 3(A). In

general, cursor endpoints varied considerably.

Participants were better at approximating the

familiarized grey target compared to the unfamiliarized

green (t = -5.8, P < 0.001, d = 1.13) and purple

(t = -6.9, P < 0.001, d = 1.35) targets, which they

approximated similarly (t = -1.8, P = 0.080, d = 0.36;

Fig. 3(B)).
To investigate the strength of the relationship between

previous and future outcomes, we performed a PAC

analysis on the outcome time series of all movements

during the main protocol (Fig. 3(C)). We found the

association of previous outcomes (trial lag = 1–20) with

the current outcome (trial lag = 0) to decrease with

increasing trial lag, consistent with a previous study in

rodents (Dhawale et al., 2019). This result supports our
assumption that the previous two

outcomes have the greatest impact

on future outcomes.

The grand averages for the

target distance are shown in Fig. 3

(D) (upper panel). While

participants approximated the

target positions quite well when

the target was static, target

distances increased greatly when

the target position changed. In

addition, success rate (Fig. 3(D)
[lower panel]) was inversely

correlated with target distance,

sometimes even when the target

was static. Moreover, success

rates were generally higher for the

grey familiarized target than for

the green and purple

unfamiliarized targets.
TTV depends on the outcome of
the previous movement

First, we compared the number of

S+(n) and S�(n) movements,

findings that they did not differ

significantly (t = -0.6, P = 0.53,

d = 0.13), indicating that

participants had similar numbers

of S+ and S� trials. We also
tested the effect of the outcome in trial n on motor

performance in the following trial n + 1. We found that

all participants had a greater proportion of S+(n+1) trials

when the preceding trial was S+ compared to

S�(t = 20, P = 0.009, d = 3.93; Fig. 4).

Next, we analyzed TTV in movement endpoint after S

+ (Dl|S+(n)) and S�(Dl| S�(n)) trials, pooling the data

across the three target locations since separate target-

specific analyses indicated that results do not vary

among target locations (data not shown). The grand

averages of the conditioned probability distributions are

shown in Fig. 5(A,B). Visual inspection of the data



 

Fig. 5. (A) The grand average normal distribution for signed changes

in TTV after S+(n) and S�(n) trials. (B) The grand average exponen-

tial distribution for unsigned changes in TTV after S+(n) and S�(n)

trials. (C) Individual differences in signed TTV (upper panel), signed

TTV SD (middle panel), and between unsigned TTV after S+(n) (left-

hand y-axis) and intentional TTV (right-hand y-axis) in S�(n) trials

(lower panel). Key: *, corrected P < 0.05. Note that x-axis values

were jittered to more clearly present the data.

 

Fig. 6. TTV of other kinematic parameters. (A) Individual differences
in signed TTV (left panel), TTV SD (middle panel), and unsigned TTV

(right panel) for maximal movement speed after S+(n) and S�(n)

trials. (B) Individual differences in signed TTV (left panel), TTV SD

(middle panel), and unsigned TTV (right panel) for movement time

after S+(n) and S�(n) trials. Key: *, corrected P < 0.05. Note that x-

axis values were jittered to more clearly present the data.
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suggested greater kurtosis after S�(n) trials than after S

+(n) trials.

We found significant differences in signed TTV (t = -

2.8, P= 0.009, d= 0.55; Fig. 5(C) [upper panel]), signed
TTV SD (F[1,25] = 232.5, P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.9; Fig. 5

(C) [middle panel]). and intentional TTV (F[1,25] = 20.4,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.5; Fig. 5(C) [lower panel]).
Interestingly, differences in TTV were not limited to

movement endpoint, with TTV in maximal movement

speed and movement time showing similar

characteristics (Fig. 6). For maximal movement speed,

while signed TTV did not differ significantly between S

+(n) and S�(n) trials (t = -0.9, P = 0.34, d = 0.2;

Fig. 6(A) [left panel]), TTV SD (F[1,25] = 108.1,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.8; Fig. 6(A) [middle panel]) and

unsigned TTV (F[1,25] = 96.9, P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.8;

Fig. 6(A) [right panel]) did differ significantly between

them. In addition, for movement time, signed TTV (t = -

2.3, P = 0.01, d = 0.5; Fig. 6(B) [left panel]), TTV SD

(F[1,25] = 28.2, P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.53; Fig. 6(B)
[middle panel]), and unsigned TTV (F[1,25] = 26.7,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.52; Fig. 6(B) [right panel]) differed
significantly between S+(n) and S�(n) trials.

Altogether, our results indicate that movement and

motor exploration variability was greatest after S�(n)

movements than after S+(n) movements. In addition,

differences in signed TTV suggest that participants

tended to move the cursor slightly less after S+(n)

movements than after S�(n) movements. Therefore, our

results suggest different trial-by-trial reinforcement motor

learning mechanisms after S+(n) and S�(n) trials.
The impact of the two previous outcomes differs
between S+ and S� motor actions

Whether the outcome of the penultimate movement

(n � 1) alters the impact of the outcome of the last

movement (n) remains an open question. Therefore, we

explored whether outcomes prior to the current one

have different relevances when participants experience

S+(n) and S�(n) outcomes, extracting TTV in movement

endpoint conditioned on the previous two trials.

Consequently, we analyzed TTV in four outcome

scenarios: (1) S+(n) and S+(n-1); (2) S+(n) and S�(n-1);

(3) S�(n) and S+(n-1); (4) S�(n) & S�(n-1).

The four conditions comprised different trial numbers,

suggesting that certain outcome combinations were more

likely than others. A rmANOVA analysis using the number

of trials as the dependent variable found a significant

effect with outcome history (F[1.3, 31.4] = 56.2,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.69). In addition, S+(n) outcomes

were more often preceded by S+(n-1) outcomes than by

S�(n-1) outcomes (t = -9.2, P < 0.001, d = 1.85). In

contrast, S�(n) outcomes were more often preceded by

S�(n-1) outcomes than by S+(n-1) outcomes (t = 10.6,

P < 0.001, d = 2.09).

Next, we tested the effect of the four different outcome

histories on the proportion of S+ movements in trial

n + 1, finding it was highest with S+(n) and S+(n-1) and

lowest with S�(n) and S�(n-1) (F[1,25] = 226.4,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.9; Fig. 7).



Fig. 7. The proportion of S+ outcomes in trial n + 1 (in %) after the

four different possible outcomes.

Table 1. rmANOVA results for the effect of the four outcome histories

on TTV

Signed TTV Signed

TTV SD

Unsigned

(Intentional) TTV

F[df, error] 14.9[1.8, 44.7] 171.6[1.7, 41.7] 39.7[1.7, 41.8]

P <0.001 <0.001 <0.001

g2partial 0.38 0.87 0.61
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Next, we computed the TTV in the movement

endpoint for the four different outcome histories, pooling

the data across the three target locations since a

separate target-specific analysis indicated that results

do not vary among target locations (data not shown).

The normal and exponential TTV distributions after S

+(n) trials conditioned on the trial n � 1 are shown in
Fig. 8. The grand average (A) normal distribution for signed TTV and (B) e
previous trial was S+(n-1) and S�(n-1). The grand average (C) normal distribu

after S�(n) trials when the previous trial was S+(n-1) and S�(n-1). Individual

unsigned TTV (right panel) for (E) S+(n) outcomes and (F) S�(n) movement

individual. Note that x-axis values were jittered to more clearly present the d
Fig. 8(A,B), respectively, which appear highly similar.

However, this was not true with S�(n) trials (Fig. 8(C,D),
where the probability distribution is broader when

preceded by S�(n-1) than S+(n-1).

The results from rmANOVA of M and SD of individual

distributions are shown in Table 1. Post hoc tests were

used to compare TTV in movement endpoint between

S�(n) and S+(n-1) with S�(n) and S�(n-1) and between S

+(n) and S+(n-1) with S+(n) and S�(n-1) trials. While

signed TTV did not differ significantly between S+(n)

outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1) (t = -1.5,

P = 0.15, d = 0.29; Fig. 8(E) [left panel]), signed TTV

SD (F[1,25] = 15.4, P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.38; Fig. 8(E)
[middle panel]) and unsigned TTV (F[1,25] = 31.3,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.56; Fig. 8(E) [right panel]) did

differ significantly between them. Similarly, signed TTV
xponential distribution for unsigned TTV after S+(n) trials when the

tion for signed TTV and (D) exponential distribution for unsigned TTV

data in signed TTV (left panel), signed TTV SD (middle panel), and

s preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1) outcomes. Each dot represents an

ata. Key: *, corrected P < 0.05.
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(t = -3.9, P < 0.001, d = 0.77; Fig. 8(F) [left panel]),

signed TTV SD (F[1,25] = 98.0, P < 0.001,

g2partial = 0.79; Fig. 8(F) [middle panel]), and intentional

TTV (F[1,25] = 31.3, P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.56; Fig. 8(F)
[right panel]) differed significantly between S�(n)

outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1).

In addition, signed TTV (t = -2.6, P = 0.014,

d = 0.52), signed TTV SD (F[1,25] = 67.2, P < 0.001,

g2partial = 0.73) and intentional TTV (F[1,25] = 68.3,

P < 0.001, g2partial = 0.73) differences between S+(n-1)

and S�(n-1) outcomes were greater when the previous

outcome was S�(n) than S+(n). Altogether, these results

suggest that S+ and S� outcomes in trial n � 1 have

differential effects on movement endpoint changes after S

+ and S� outcomes in trial n.
To further investigate TTV after S� outcomes in trial n

when the preceding trial (n � 1) was S+ versus S�, we

grouped the signed TTV data of S�(n) outcomes into

overshoots and undershoots. The normal distributions

for these grouped TTV data are shown in Fig. 9(A,B).
After S�(n) overshoots, participants had a smaller

movement angle (negative signed TTV) in the

subsequent movement. The M of signed TTV was

significantly smaller when the outcome in trial n � 1 was

also S� than when it was S+ (t = 3.6, P < 0.001,

d = 0.71; Fig. 9(C)). In contrast, after S�(n)
Fig. 9. The grand average normal distribution for signed TTV after S�(n) (A
overshoots preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1). Individual data in signed

undershoots and (D) overshoots preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1). Individu

SD after S�(n) (E) undershoots and (F) overshoots preceded by S+(n-1)

represents an individual. Note that x-axis values were jittered to more clearly p

corrected P < 0.05.
undershoots, participants had a larger movement angle

(positive signed TTV) in the subsequent movement. The

M of the signed TTV was significantly larger when the

outcome in trial n � 1 was also S� than when it was S

+ (t = 2.6, P = 0.03, d = 0.46; Fig. 9(D)).
Importantly, signed TTV SD was significantly larger

when the outcome in trial n � 1 was also S� than when

it was S+ after overshoots (t = 9.6, P < 0.001,

d = 1.9; Fig. 9(E)) and undershoots (t = 8.9,

P < 0.001, d = 1.8; Fig. 9(F)) in trial n, suggesting that

changes in movement angle were more systematic and

in the target’s direction when trial n � 1 was S+ than

when it was S�.

Altogether, these results suggest different RL signals

after distinct outcome histories. When participants

experienced S+(n) outcomes, the outcome of the

penultimate trial (n � 1) became less influential. In

addition, with S�(n) outcomes, the experience of S�
outcomes in trial n � 1 lead to greater motor

exploration, while S+ outcomes lead to less and more

systematic motor exploration.

Prefrontal cortex oscillatory responses to outcomes
during reinforcement motor learning

Since TTV appears to depend on the different outcomes

in our behavioral analyses, it was plausible that the
) undershoots and (B)
TTV after S�(n) (C)

al data of signed TTV

and S�(n-1). Each dot

resent the data. Key: *,
brain generates different

reinforcement signals to regulate

future behavioral adjustments

during reinforcement motor

learning. Therefore, we tested this

assumption and examined

modulations in neural oscillations

during outcome processing.

We concentrated on pre-

selected frequency ranges (theta:

4–8 Hz; high beta: 25–35 Hz) and

the time of outcome processing

(250–550 ms after outcome

information). First, we plotted the

power data in sensor space and

observed the largest increases

over frontal sensors in both theta

(Fig. 10(A)) and high beta (Fig. 10

(B)) frequency ranges.

Subsequent source space

analyses confirmed our initial

assumption that the greatest

power increases in theta (Fig. 10

(C)) and high beta (Fig. 10(D))
were observed over the PFC.

Therefore, in subsequent

analyses, we focused on

oscillatory activity in the SFG and

RMFG, two areas found to be

engaged in RL (Garrison et al.,

2013) (Fig. 2). Finally, we extracted

averaged time–frequency data of

the ROI and found similar power

time courses as in the theta

(Fig. 10(E)) and high beta (Fig. 10



Fig. 10. (A,B) Topographical distribution of (A) theta and (B) high beta power during outcome processing (250–550 ms after outcome information;

left panel). Grand average power time courses for (A) theta and (B) high beta frequencies during outcome processing (-0.5–1 s relative to outcome

information; right panel). The data show the M of all trials independent of the preceding outcome. Data were plotted for the channel showing the

largest power increase (theta: F1; high beta: F2). Note that we used different colors to plot the topographical power distribution for theta and high

beta frequencies since the data have different scales. (C,D) Source localization results of (C) theta power and (D) high beta power during outcome

processing (averaged over 250–550 ms after outcome information). Data were interpolated on the MRI template. Data are shown from the left, right,

and front. (E,F) Power time courses of the ROI during outcome processing (-0.5–1 s relative to outcome information). (E) Theta power time courses

of bilateral RMFG are shown in the left panel and of the bilateral SFG in the right panel. (F) High beta power time courses of bilateral RMFG are

shown in the left panel and of the bilateral SFG in the right panel. The shaded rectangle highlights the time window of interest (250–550 ms).

Shading around the mean denotes the standard error of the mean.
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(F)) sensor space. These results support the hypothesis

that information about motor outcomes changes in PFC

neural oscillations.
Different oscillatory reinforcement signals following
S+(n) and S�(n) outcomes

If SFG and RMFG oscillatory changes in response to an

outcome represent different reinforcement signals, we
would expect different oscillatory responses to S+ and

S� outcomes in trial n. We found that the presentation

of movement outcomes had differential effects on theta

and high beta frequencies depending on the outcome of

the movement. Grand average power and individual

power conditioned on trial n over the period 250–

550 ms after outcome information are shown in Fig. 11.

Compared to S+(n) outcomes, S�(n) outcomes

resulted in greater theta oscillations. There were



Fig. 11. Theta power time course (upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (A) the left

RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG (right panels) and (B) the left SFG (left panels) and right SFG

(right panels) during outcome processing for S+(n) and S�(n) outcomes. High beta power time course

(upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (C) the left RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG

(right panels) and (D) the left SFG (left panels) and right SFG (right panels) during outcome

processing for S+(n) and S�(n) movements. The shaded rectangle denotes the time window of

interest (250–550 ms). Shading around the mean denotes the standard error of the mean. Small

circles represent individual data, and big circles represent means. The error bars denote standard

deviations. Note that x-axis values were jittered to more clearly present the data. Key: *, corrected

P < 0.05.
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significant differences in theta power over the left RMFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 11(A) [left panel]), right RMFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 11(A) [right panel]), left SFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 11(B) [left panel]), and right SFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 11(B) [right panel]) during the time of

outcome information. In contrast, there were no

significant high beta power differences in any ROI: left

RMFG (P = 0.34; Fig. 11(C) [left panel], right RMFG

(P = 0.34; Fig. 11(C) [right panel]), left SFG (P = 0.79;

Fig. 11(D) [left panel]), and right SFG (P = 0.79;

Fig. 11(D) [right panel]). These results indicate different

oscillatory theta responses to S+(n) and S�(n) outcomes

in the PFC.
Oscillatory reinforcement
signals in PFC depend on the
preceding two outcomes

Next, we assessed whether neural

oscillations during outcome

processing depend on the

outcome of the preceding two

trials. Due to differences in the

number of trials per outcome

scenario and potential differences

in signal-to-noise ratio, we

performed bootstrapping with

replacement for each EEG

dataset. Grand average power and

individual power conditioned on

trials n and trial n � 1 over the

time period of interest after

outcome information (250–550 ms)

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Theta power was significantly

greater with S+(n) outcomes

preceded by S�(n-1) than S+(n-1)

outcomes in the left RMFG

(P = 0.002; Fig. 12(A) [left

panels]), right RMFG (P < 0.001;

Fig. 12(A) [right panels]), left SFG
(P < 0.001; Fig. 12(B) [left

panels]), and right SFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 12(B) [right

panels]). However, high beta

power did not differ significantly

between S+(n) outcomes

preceded by S�(n-1) than S+(n-1)

outcomes in the left RMFG

(P = 0.35; Fig. 12(C) [left

panels]), right RMFG (P = 0.35;

Fig. 12(C) [right panels]), left SFG
(P = 0.82; Fig. 12(D) [left

panels]), and right SFG (P = 0.82;

Fig. 12(D) [right panels]).
Finally, theta power differed

significantly between S�(n)

outcomes preceded by S�(n-1)

than S+(n-1) outcomes in the left

RMFG (P = 0.006; Fig. 13(A) [left
panels]), right RMFG (P = 0.004;

Fig. 13(A) [right panels]), left SFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 13(B) [left panels]), and right SFG

(P < 0.001; Fig. 13(B) [right panels]). In contrast, high

beta power did not differ significantly between S�(n)

outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S+(n-1) outcomes in

the left RMFG (P = 0.33; Fig. 13(C) [left panels]), right
RMFG (P = 0.53; Fig. 13(C) [right panels]), left SFG

(P = 0.3; Fig. 13(D) [left panels]), and right SFG

(P = 0.3; Fig. 13(D) [right panels]).
Altogether, these results suggest that high beta band

power during outcome processing is independent of the

outcome from trials n and n � 1. However, theta band

power increases were most pronounced when the

outcomes in two subsequent trials changed from S+(n-1)

to S�(n) and vice versa.



 

Fig. 12. Theta power time course (upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (A) the left

RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG (right panels) and (B) the left SFG (left panels) and right SFG

(right panels) during outcome processing for S+(n) outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1)

outcomes. High beta power time course (upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (C) the
left RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG (right panels) and (D) left SFG (left panels) and right SFG

(right panels) during outcome processing for S+(n) outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1)

outcomes. The shaded rectangle denotes the time window of interest (250–550 ms). Shading around

the mean denotes the standard error of the mean. Small circles represent individual data, and big

circles represent means. The error bars denote standard deviations. Note that x-axis values were

jittered to more clearly present the data. Key: *, corrected P < 0.05.
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DISCUSSION

This study identified outcome-specific TTV adjustments in

movement endpoint during reinforcement motor learning.

We found that S+ outcomes were followed by relatively

little TTV while S� outcomes caused increased TTV.

We investigated TTV regulation in further detail, finding

that TTV following S+ outcomes was less influenced by

the outcome of the previous trial. In contrast, TTV was

greater after S� outcomes preceded by S� trials than
by S+ trials. These results

suggest different responses when

human participants experience S

+ and S� outcomes. We

hypothesized that these behavioral

effects involve different cortical

signals and analyzed PFC neural

oscillations, finding that theta

oscillatory modulations were

driven by distinct outcome

histories. Theta oscillatory activity

was greatest with S� outcomes

preceded by S+ outcomes and S

+ outcomes preceded by S�
outcomes, suggesting that

increased theta oscillations may

reflect the need for increased

cognitive control, inducing a

change in the variability state. No

significant differences between the

different outcomes were found in

high beta frequencies. Our results

provide evidence for an outcome-

specific regulation of TTV and

oscillatory reinforcement signals in

the PFC during human

reinforcement motor learning.

Learning from the outcome of

recent trials is an important

component of motor learning that

helps adjust future motor behavior.

In this study, we showed that TTV

decreased after S+ outcomes

and increased after S� outcomes.

However, it is unlikely that

updating motor behavior considers

only the current action outcome.

Instead, motor variability is

causally regulated by recent trial

outcomes in rats, integrating

outcomes over the past � 10 trials

(Dhawale et al., 2019). The rele-

vance of trial outcome on motor

variability decays in an exponen-

tially weighted manner. Conse-

quently, very recent outcomes

have a greater effect than compar-

atively older outcomes.

In cognitive decision-making

tasks, participants are often

presented with a finite number of
options, such as deciding between different targets by

pressing buttons. In such tasks, there is no direct

association between the values of the different options,

and choosing an option does not inform about the value

of the other options. This situation is different in the

motor domain as the agents act within a continuous

motor space by performing movements with different

angles. In such tasks, an S+ outcome implies that

neighboring movement endpoints likely have a similar

positive value. In contrast, an S� outcome suggests



Fig. 13. Theta power time course (upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (A) the left

RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG (right panels) and (B) the left SFG (left panels) and right SFG

(right panels) during outcome processing for S�(n) outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1)

outcomes. High beta power time course (upper panels) and individual power (lower panels) of (C) the
left RMFG (left panels) and right RMFG (right panels) and (D) the left SFG (left panels) and right SFG

(right panels) during outcome processing for S�(n) outcomes preceded by S+(n-1) and S�(n-1)

outcomes. The shaded rectangle denotes the time window of interest (250–550 ms). Shading around

the mean denotes the standard error of the mean. Small circles represent individual data, and big

circles represent means. The error bars denote standard deviations. Note that x-axis values were

jittered to more clearly present the data. Key; *, corrected P < 0.05.
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that S+ movement endpoints are located at more distant

positions. Therefore, similar movements are likely to yield

similar outcomes, while distinct movements are more

likely to yield different outcomes.

However, the value of previous outcomes may

depend on acutely experienced outcomes. In this study,

we showed that TTV is less influenced by the outcome

of the penultimate trial when the current trial outcome

was S +. These findings suggest that previous

outcomes are assigned less value as soon as humans

experience S+ motor outcomes, which might promote

acute improvements in short-term motor performance. In

contrast, TTV increased after S� movements,
particularly when the penultimate

trial was also S�. Moreover, S�
trials preceded by S+ trials

showed less TTV. This finding

implies that participants consider

previous S+ outcomes for TTV

adjustments, even when they

acutely experience S� outcomes.

We speculate that motor

outcomes prior to positive

outcomes are disregarded since

they contain little relevant

information on potential future

behavioral adjustments in the task,

a feature previously reported in

primates (Histed et al., 2009;

Donahue et al., 2013; Donahue &

Lee, 2015).

The results of this study may

help to update recent

computational models of reward-

based motor learning (Therrien

et al., 2016, 2018; Cashaback

et al., 2019; Dhawale et al., 2019).

In particular, our data imply that

new computational models must

consider differences in TTV after

S� outcomes depending on suc-

cess history. If the preceding trial

was S+, the participant is likely

aiming directly toward the target in

the current trial, assuming that the

target region did not change.

Therefore, an S� outcome in the

current trial is likely attributed to

motor noise, causing subsequent

motor adjustments to remain rela-

tively low. If the preceding trial

was S�, the participant has not

updated their aiming towards the

target, and a greater change in

movement endpoint is required in

the next trial.

The distinct motor states (low

vs high variability state) might be

differently encoded at the level of

neural oscillations. In this study,

we show that PFC neural

oscillations respond selectively to
different outcome histories during reinforcement motor

learning, a mechanism that potentially gates future

adjustments in motor output. Activity in the PFC

encodes distinct task features related to events from

previous trials, particularly when the previous trial is

rewarded (Donahue et al., 2013; Donahue & Lee, 2015).

Moreover, PFC activity differs in exploratory and exploita-

tive behavioral modes during decision-making tasks (Daw

et al., 2006). Recently, PFC activity during a decision-

making task was metastable, with neural activity dynam-

ics characterized by abrupt, jump-like modulations

(Benozzo et al., 2021). These metastable states have
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been shown to slow down in error trials, while transitions

between states are longer in difficult versus easy correct

trials during deliberation in a decision-making task

(Benozzo et al., 2021). In this context, the PFC may serve

as a meta-RL system controlled by the midbrain dopa-

mine system but acts as an independent learning system

(Wang et al., 2018). Altogether, these studies suggest

that activity modulations in the PFC are involved in pro-

cessing the outcome of motor actions in humans.

Our results support this assumption by showing that

neural oscillations in the PFC respond selectively to

positive and negative motor experiences. We showed

that theta oscillations were most pronounced with S�
outcomes preceded by S+ outcomes. However, theta

oscillations were also greater after S+ outcomes

preceded by S� outcomes. Theta oscillations are

present during cognitive tasks and modulated by

attentional and working memory demands (Kubota

et al., 2001; Onton et al., 2005). These results suggest

that increased theta oscillatory activity is driven by the

need for enhanced cognitive control (Cavanagh &

Frank, 2014), inducing a targeted change in the behav-

ioral state from low to high TTV or vice versa. The need

for greater cognitive control may also be induced by sur-

prise signals leading to task-specific adjustments in

behavioral strategy (Cavanagh & Frank, 2014). In con-

trast, we did not find significant differences in high beta

oscillations in the PFC between the different outcomes.

Recent studies on decision-making tasks in humans

showed that beta power is greater when participants

experience rewards, potentially reflecting greater rein-

forcement of S+ outcomes (Akitsuki et al., 2003;

HajiHosseini et al., 2012). The reasons for this discrep-

ancy include the lack of a monetary reward provided for

S+ outcomes and the use of a baseline calculated from

the average over all trials rather than a pre-stimulus base-

line as used in previous studies (Cohen et al., 2007;

Marco-Pallares et al., 2008; HajiHosseini & Holroyd,

2015).

This study has various limitations. Due to

experimental requirements, we could not sample more

than 320 movements per participant when combining

reinforcement motor learning with EEG measurements

in the main protocol. Therefore, analyzing further

outcome sequences, including comparatively older

outcomes, was infeasible since they would have

contained a considerably smaller number of trials.

However, a previous study in rats (Dhawale et al., 2019)

suggests that older outcomes also impact behavioral

trial-to-trial adjustments during reinforcement motor learn-

ing. In addition, our analyses did not consider the learning

state of the participants. Consequently, TTV conditioned

on the preceding two trials may depend on whether the

target region changed or remained the same. In this con-

text, computational models that capture the learning

states’ time course may help examine the mechanisms

underlying behavioral and electrophysiological results.

TTV measured in this study can be the consequence

of intended motor variability or simply a by-product of

sensorimotor noise or error in motor acuity, such as

unintended motor variability. While TTV after S�
outcomes can be due to sensorimotor noise and

intentional motor exploration, TTV after S+ outcomes

should be mainly caused by sensorimotor noise (van

Mastrigt et al., 2020). Therefore, we used TTV during

the baseline measurement to indicate sensorimotor noise

and estimated intentional motor exploration by subtracting

baseline TTV from TTV after S� outcomes. We could not

show that TTV adjustments reflect motor learning pro-

cesses since this would have required transfer or reten-

tion tests to be performed later following motor practice

(Salmoni et al., 1984).

We focused on neural oscillations in prefrontal cortical

regions since we had a robust a priori hypothesis that a

prefrontal cortical network is involved in RL. However, it

is highly likely that cortical activity is also influenced by

other circuits involving the basal ganglia. For instance,

regulation of motor variability is impaired after the

inactivation of a cortico-basal ganglia circuit of songbirds

(Olveczky et al., 2005) and in Parkinson’s patients

(Pekny et al., 2015). Future studies should investigate

the interactions of the different network nodes and their

influence on motor output.

Another potential limitation is that our analyses do not

provide a causal relationship between behavioral and

electrophysiological findings. Due to the high intra- and

inter-participant variability in EEG data, analyses of

interrelationships require an abundance of trials and

appropriate experimental study designs (Little et al.,

2019). While task-related oscillatory modulations suggest

the functional importance of our findings, future studies

are needed to clarify the potential role of prefrontal theta

and high beta oscillations in regulating behavioral variabil-

ity in subsequent actions.

In conclusion, we provide evidence that positive

outcomes ‘‘overwrite” previous motor states to a greater

extent than negative outcomes and that changes in theta

oscillatory activity in the PFC potentially reflect changes

in the movement variability state during reinforcement

motor learning. Therefore, our results provide novel

insights into the behavioral and neural mechanisms that

underline learning from previous outcomes.
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